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Granular Cu-Co alloys as interacting superparamagnets
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The anhysteretic magnetization of the granular metallic alloy Cu90Co10 is experimentally studied over a wide
temperature range~2–700 K!. The measurements definitely exclude that this alloy is a simple superparamag-
net, even in the high-temperature limit, although some features of granular systems@such as the typical
Langevin-like form of the anhysteretic magnetization curvesM (H)# are often taken as evidence of superpara-
magnetism. A phenomenological theory is proposed, explicitly considering that particle moments interact
through long-ranged dipolar random forces, whose effect is pictured in terms of a temperatureT* , adding to
the actual temperatureT in the denominator of the Langevin function argument. This simple formula explains
all features of the experimentalM (H) curves. The theory indicates that the actual magnetic moments on
interacting Co particles are systematically larger than those obtained fitting the magnetic data to a conventional
Langevin function. The Cu90Co10 granular alloy is therefore identified as an ‘‘interacting superparamagnet’’
ISP. The ISP regime appears as separating the high-temperature, conventional superparamagnetic phase from
the low-temperature, blocked-particle regime. In this way, a magnetic-regime diagram can be drawn for each
granular system. The competition between single-particle and collective blocking mechanisms is briefly ana-
lyzed. The proposed interpretation is thought to be applicable to other fine particle systems; its main features
and intrinsic limits are discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.144420 PACS number~s!: 75.20.2g, 75.50.Tt, 75.75.1a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although the magnetism of fine particles has been stud
for almost 55 years, it is amazing to note the rich variety
phenomena which remain to be understood in nanos
granular systems.1 A complete understanding of the magne
properties of nanoscopic systems is hindered by their in
ent complexity, involving broad particle size distribution
different structural and/or magnetic phases, local aniso
pies, and interparticle magnetic interactions.2 In fact, it is
extremely difficult to properly understand which factor pla
a dominant role in the magnetic behavior of granular syste
in order to achieve a better knowledge of their fundamen
properties and possibly optimize them for prospective te
nological applications.

As an example, let us consider a basic aspect of any m
netic material, i.e., its isothermal magnetization curve.
particular, we shall focus here on a specific type of granu
solid, melt-spun Cu-Co ribbons, but the basic ideas can
principle be applied to any granular system. At room te
perature these samples display isothermal magnetiza
curves exhibiting a superparamagnetic behavior, as ind
expected, but with a definite if slight hysteresis, with co
cive fields around 100–400 Oe. Several investigations in
cate that the system consists of nanometric grains~with di-
ameters typically below 8 nm!, distributed in sizes following
approximately a log-normal distribution.3 However, although
Cu-Co ribbons have been extremely well characterized in
last years ~mainly owing to their magnetoresistanc
properties4!, several questions remain open or only partia
addressed, regarding~i! the Langevin-like behavior of the
0163-1829/2001/64~14!/144420~12!/$20.00 64 1444
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experimental anhysteretic curves,~ii ! the lack of agreemen
between the experimental data and the well-established
perparamagnetic picture,5 and ~iii ! the physical origin of the
hysteresis observed up to high temperatures~few particles in
the blocked regime versus magnetic interactions among
particles!. Recently, the last point was investigated in som
detail: a theoretical approach has been proposed in orde
take into account the role of magnetic interactions amo
particles.6 Essentially, the theory makes use of a mean-fi
approach, where a memory function related to an effec
interaction fieldH0 emerges as responsible for the observ
hysteresis. In spite of the complexity of the system,
model admits analytic solutions in the case of pure dipo
interactions and can be easily applied to granular magn
systems. However, many nonmarginal problems related
the anysteretic experimental curves@points ~i! and ~ii !#
are still to be solved, as will be explained in further det
in Sec. III.

A large number of experimental papers containing a va

ety of results have been published in the last years.7–15 Fur-
thermore, computer simulations have extensively been u
leading to several contradictory conclusions, mainly dep
dent on the approach adopted to investigate the probl
Several recent works have found important deviations fr
the classical Langevin law in the case of pure superparam
netic systems and usually attribute the deviations to the p
ence of strong anisotropies, also mentioning the possible
istence of magnetic interactions.16–18Regarding the problem
of magnetic interactions, many different—and ofte
conflicting—models have been applied to explain the exp
©2001 The American Physical Society20-1
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mental data. One of the approaches considers the inte
ticle interactions as merely changing the energy barriers
isolated particles.19 This approach corresponds to replacing
genuine many-body effect by a single-particle description
is therefore no more than a simplified representation o
much more complex, qualitatively different situation. On t
other hand, a second approach takes into account colle
phenomena,20 but the predictions of such a model seem
contradict many experimental results. Consequently, th
has been a considerable discussion about the existenc
significant collective effects in magnetic nanoparticle s
tems and several speculations regarding a spin-glass
phase at low temperatures on dipole-dipole interact
systems.21

Often, the results of magnetization-curve measureme
on granular systems are exploited as a quick, inexpen
tool to get first hand information about the average part
size and possibly about the particle-size distribution. To t
aim, the experimental curves are usually fitted to a supe
sition of properly weighted Langevin curves, differing b
their argument; the magnetic moments on particles are
easily determined, and the particle size is finally obtain
making some further assumptions about the local magn
coherence of the spins in a particle and about the shape o
particles.

In many systems, such as Cu-Co granular ribbons,
experimental magnetization curves are remarkably well fit
by Langevin functions at any given temperature. Howev
the agreement may be misleading. In this work, we definit
show that the classical superparamagnetic model fails to
herently account for the results of a systematic study of
thermal magnetization curves measured at different temp
tures. To our knowledge, no attempt to reconcile th
incoherent results using a single unifying concept has b
proposed so far.

The experimental evidence of a systematic discrepa
between the predictions of the superparamagnetic model
the experimental data leads us to assume that the rol
magnetic interactions is more substantial than usually c
sidered. The problem of how to represent such a collec
effect is solved by introducing a proper transformation in
argument of the Langevin function. In this way, a differe
magnetic regime, referred to as the ‘‘interacting superpa
magnet,’’ is defined and applied to the particular case
Cu90Co10 granular ribbons. The isothermal magnetizati
curves measured in these systems over a wide temper
range ~2–700 K! turn out to be coherently described in
remarkably simple way by a single formula.

II. EXPERIMENT

Continuous ribbons of nominal composition Cu90Co10
were produced by melt spinning in Ar atmosphere usin
Cu-Zr drum. The preparation technique was previously
ploited to obtain Cu1002xCox ribbons withx53 –30.22 Many
different Cu90Co10 samples were prepared, using slightly d
ferent preparation parameters and submitting the
quenched materials to different thermal treatments~both in
furnace and by Joule heating in vacuum23!, in order to
14442
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modify the nanostructure of the material and obtain differ
magnetic and transport properties.6,22A summary of prepara-
tion parameters and pretreatments for all studied sample
given in Table I.

The magnetization curves of samples 1 and 2 were m
sured in Torino at different temperatures@from room tem-
perature~RT! up to 900 K# using a vibrating sample magne
tometer~LDJ model 9600!, with a maximum field of 10 kOe.
The isothermal magnetization curves of samples 3–5 w
measured in Rio de Janeiro; sample 3 was investigated f
room temperature up to above 900 K using a vibrat
sample magnetometer~EG&G model 4500!, with a maxi-
mum field of 10 kOe; samples 4 and 5 were investiga
from 4.6 and 300 K using a commercial extraction magne
meter ~Lake Shore model 7500! with a maximum applied
field of 50 kOe. Finally, samples 6–8 were measured
Campinas from 2 to 340 K using a superconducting quan
interference device~SQUID! magnetometer~MPMS XL7!,
with a maximum applied field of 65 kOe. In all cases, hy
teretic magnetization loops were obtained; the anhyster
curves of all samples were determined at different tempe
tures by averaging the two loop branches; such a proce
is justified by previous measurements.24

III. SUPERPARAMAGNETIC DESCRIPTION OF
GRANULAR ALLOYS: DRAWBACKS

Bulk granular alloys are usually described as superpa
magnetic~SP! at high temperatures on the basis of the f
lowing properties: ~a! their anhysteretic magnetizatio
curves are well described in terms of Langevin functions;~b!
in some cases, the classical ‘‘superparamagnetic’’ scaling
of the reduced magnetizationM /MS with MS(H/T) has been
approximately observed;25,26 at low temperatures, deviation
from the MS(H/T) law in samples containing chemicall
homogeneous particles are usually ascribed to single-par
blocking. A number of experimental papers have been p
lished in the last decade based upon the assumption tha
particle moments are completely noninteracting.3,6,27In these
works, the value of the average magnetic moment per
ticle and/or the width of the particle-size distribution h
been obtained by fitting the anhysteretic magnetization b
superposition of Langevin functions with proper weights~in
some cases, the particle-size distribution is assumeda priori
to follow a log-normal behavior3!. The agreement betwee
experimentalM (H) curves and fitting functions is alway
excellent; such a circumstance has supported the simpl
view of these systems as an assembly of noninteracting
ments. However, some major drawbacks of the SP desc
tion have begun to emerge.

First, the scaling ofM /MS with the ratioMS(H/T) is not
generally observed even in temperature regions wh
single-particle blocking should be negligible. A bulk granul
alloy of composition Cu90Co10 has been recently examined
temperatures higher than 300 K, but sufficiently low to e
sure reversibility of the magnetic properties on coming ba
to RT ~i.e., neither significant precipitation of new particle
nor particle growth occurs!.5 As a matter of fact, all system
examined at high temperatures in this work exhibit the f
0-2
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TABLE I. List of measured Cu90Co10 samples, indicating preparation parameters, previous thermal t
ments, and investigated temperature ranges.

Sample No. Preparation parameters Previous treatments Laboratory and investi
temperature range~K!

1 Wheel velocity: 22 m/s As quenched Torino
Temperature of the melt: 300–480

1100 °C
2 As in sample 1 Annealed by Joule heating Torino

(I 59 A, t560 s) 300–700
3 Wheel velocity: 20 m/s As quenched Rio de Janeiro

Temperature of the melt: 290–480
1200 °C

4 Wheel velocity: 30 m/s As quenched Rio de Janeiro
Temperature of the melt: 4–244

1200 °C
5 Wheel velocity: 28 m/s Annealed in furnace Rio de Janeiro

Temperature of the melt: (T5500 °C, t53600 s) 4–251
1200 °C

6 Wheel velocity: 22 m/s As quenched Campinas
Temperature of the melt: 2–340

1200 °C
7 As in sample 6 Annealed by Joule heating Campinas

(I 55 A, t560 s) 2–340
8 As in sample 6 Annealed by Joule heating Campinas

(I 55.5 A, t560 s) 2–340
T
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lowing common features: complete reversibility of the R
properties is found after a first measurement run up to 500
slight irreversible effects begin to be observed at room te
perature after a measurement run up to about 700 K; m
surements performed at even higher temperatures are
acterized by irreversibility in the very course of the loo
tracing~i.e., the loop branches are observed to cross!. These
last results have been disregarded in the following.

Although all M (H) curves were well described by th
sum of just two Langevin functions with proper weights, t
‘‘superparamagnetic’’ scaling law ofM /MS with the product
MS(H/T) was not observed@Fig. 1~b!#; on the contrary,
M /MS was found to perfectly scale with the ratioH/MS
@Fig. 1~a!#. Moreover, the average magnetic moment o
tained by the fitting procedure was found to linearlyincrease
with the ratio T/MS . Actually, the particle moment is ex
pected to stay almost constant at lowT and todecreasewhen
T approaches the Curie temperatureTC , owing to the corre-
sponding reduction inMS . For this reason, the particle mo
ment obtained by the fitting procedure was referred to as
apparentmoment;5 however, no simple explanation was pr
posed for such a behavior. Even a random anisotropy mo
recently applied to describe hysteretic features of th
systems,28 cannot be invoked to explain the origin and tem
perature evolution of the apparent moment.29 Quite interest-
ingly, very similar results were found at much lower tem
peratures in other Cu-Co granular ribbons by Dienyet al.;25

in some cases, the reduced magnetization was found to s
with MS(H/T) only above 50 K, while below that tempera
ture all M /MS vs H curves were found to overlap—this
14442
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equivalent to a scaling law of theH/MS type, because the
saturation magnetization is constant at lowT. Such a behav-
ior, observed also in more concentrated Cu-Co alloys ove
extended temperature interval, was generically related to
effects of single-particle blocking and of random, collecti
interactions among particles.25

FIG. 1. Reduced magnetization of sample 2, measured at
different temperatures, and plotted as a function ofH/MS ~a! and
MS(H/T) ~b!.
0-3
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PAOLO ALLIA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 144420
The puzzling behavior of the anhysteretic magnetizat
deserves a more systematic study. The anhystereticM (H)
curves of the Cu90Co10 ribbons described in Sec. II hav
been submitted to a conventional fitting procedure by me
of Langevin functions, so that both the saturation magnet
tion and the average particle moment have been determ
for each temperature. The reduced magnetization is t
plotted as a function either ofMS(H/T) or H/MS . A variety
of results are obtained: sometimes, the classical ‘‘superp
magnetic’’ scaling law is followed~see an example in Fig. 2!;
sometimes, the curves are found to scale withH/MS ~exactly
as in Fig. 1!; in other samples, neither theMS(H/T) nor the
H/MS scaling laws are observed to hold~see an example in
Fig. 3!. However, inall examined systems~both at low and
high T) the apparent average magnetic moment is alw
found to steadilyincreasewith temperature~see open sym-
bols in Figs. 4 and 5!. The low-temperature limit of the ap
parent moment@see Figs. 4~d! and 5# is very close to zero.
Undoubtedly, the intrinsic meaning of the apparent mome
as well as the adequacy of the adopted SP description
jeopardized by these measurements.

On the other hand, the SP description can be critici
from a different point of view. Recently, numeric simulatio
of the effect of dipolar interactions on the magnetization a
magnetoresistance of Cu-Co alloys have been published.30–32

In spite of the limitations inherent to any numeric simulatio
these data are particularly valuable because they can be
tained on model systems composed of equal Co parti
having all the same magnetic moment—a condition ne
exactly fulfilled in real materials. There has been much
bate in the past about the role of the distribution of mome
on both magnetization and magnetoresistance of gran
alloys.3,31,33–37In some model systems there is no distrib
tion at all, and dipolar interactions may be switched on a
off. According to Kechrakos and Trohidou,31 dipolar interac-

FIG. 2. Reduced magnetization of sample 5, measured at
different temperatures, and plotted as a function ofH/MS ~a! and
MS(H/T) ~b!.
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tions act to lower the magnetic response~susceptibility! of
the system, so thatM (H) approaches saturation at a mu
slower rate than the corresponding curve for noninterac
particles. Such a behavior is reported in Fig. 6, where
data for the interacting system taken from Ref. 31~solid
symbols! are compared with the Langevin curve for the sa
magnetic moment (m51.583104mB : this is the true mo-
ment of the system! at the same temperature (T582 K).
Now, the simulated curve for interacting moments is s
perfectly described by asingle Langevin function, with an
apparentmoment significantly lower than the true mome
(ma54.03103mB) ~solid line in Fig. 6!. In conclusion, the

ur FIG. 3. Reduced magnetization of sample 3, measured at
different temperatures, and plotted as a function ofH/MS ~a! and
MS(H/T) ~b!.

FIG. 4. Temperature behavior of apparent moments~open sym-
bols! and true moments~solid symbols! for samples 1–4.h,
sample 1;s, sample 2;n, sample 3;,, sample 4. See Table
II for details. Solid line: internal check of the theory@prediction of
Eq. ~6!#.
0-4
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GRANULAR Cu-Co ALLOYS AS INTERACTING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 144420
magnetization curve for an assembly of identical, interact
moments can still be represented by a single Langevin fu
tion, appropriate for an assembly of identical, noninteract
moments; however, the magnetic moment and particle
estimated through this analysis are much lower than the
ones. Even more important, the presence of dipolar inte
tions does not emerge at all from the analysis of theM (H)
anhysteretic curve, leading the unaware investigator to
wrong conclusion that the system is actually composed
noninteracting particles. In our opinion, the same difficult
arise when the analysis is performed on real Cu-Co syste

IV. NEW MAGNETIC REGIME: THE INTERACTING
SUPERPARAMAGNET

Many results, both experimental and from simulatio
point to the substantial inadequacy of the SP description
granular Cu-Co alloys. Dipole-dipole interactions seem

FIG. 5. The same as in Fig. 4 for samples 5–8.L, sample 5;v,
sample 6;x, sample 7;!, sample 8. See Table II for details.

FIG. 6. Solid symbols: simulation of the anhysteretic magn
zation behavior for an assembly of identical interacting Co m
ments (m51.583104mB at T582 K, from Ref. 31!. Dotted line:
Langevin function form51.583104mB at T582 K. Solid line:
Langevin function form54.03103mB at T582 K.
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influence the anhysteretic magnetization of these alloys;
effect of the random dipolar field acting on each dipole m
be accounted for in a simplified way. This vector field,
random function of both time and space, reduces the in
rate of approach to saturation of the assembly of magn
moments at a given temperature. It is, however, reasonab
assume that it is not sufficiently strong to overwhelm the
features of the system; it should be rather viewed as pert
ing the SP regime; as a consequence, one can attem
introduce suitable changes in the argument of the Lange
function.

First, let us consider a single-moment system, i.e., a s
tem containing magnetic particles of the same size; the
tension to a distributed-moment system is straightforw
and will be discussed later. The magnetization of a SP
sembly of identical moments of magnitudem is simply
written as

M5Nm LS mH

kT D , ~1!

whereN is the number of moments per unit volume and L
the Langevin function. BothN and the particle size are as
sumed to be independent of temperature~structural changes
are explicitly excluded!. The results of the numerical simu
lations indicate that the effect of dipolar interactions may
accounted for by reducing the argument of the Lange
function in Eq.~1!; this is done here by defining an appare
temperatureTa.T. Let us briefly justify our choice. In many
topics of magnetism, the effect of collective interactio
among magnetic units is accounted for by properly modi
ing the argument of the function which describes the mag
tization of an assembly of noninteracting units. Usually the
simplified theories involve an effectivefield which adds to
~or subtracts from! the applied field. The experimental be
havior of granular systems is clearly not described by
mean-field theory of this type; the main difference is that
most cases the collective interactions introduce an additio
~either long-ranged or local! magneticorder, while in these
granular systems the local dipolar field enhances thedisorder
of magnetic moments. As a consequence, it is more con
nient to picture the effect of dipolar magnetic interactions
modifying the temperature appearing at the argument’s
nominator in the Langevin function. The assumption is ju
tified considering that the dipolar field acting on any ma
netic moment randomly changes in direction, sign, a
magnitude at a very high rate@of the order of 13109 Hz
~Ref. 38!#, exerting a disordering, random torque which o
poses the ordering effect of the external magnetic field;
this sense, the role of the dipolar field may be likened to
one played by temperature and strengthens its effects. H
the apparent temperature is simply written asTa5T1T* ,
whereT* is not an arbitrary quantity, but is related to th
rms dipolar energy«D through the relation

kT* 5«D , ~2!

where«D5am2/d3, d being the~average! interparticle dis-
tance anda being a proportionality constant deriving from
the sum of all dipolar energy contributions;39,40it depends on

-
-

0-5
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PAOLO ALLIA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 144420
the actual distribution of magnetic particles in space and
the short-distance correlation possibly existing among a
cent moments; therefore, it is not obtained from first pr
ciples, although values between unity and some tens c
be a reasonable estimate for this quantity. Using the co
tion Nd351 andMS5Nm, the following alternative expres
sions ofT* may be obtained:

T* 5
a

k

m2

d3
5

a

k
Nm25

a

k

MS
2

N
. ~3!

As a consequence, it is assumed that the alloy magnetiza
is described by a modified Langevin function

M5Nm LS mH

k(T1T* )
D , ~4!

which describes a different regime of the magnetic syst
where the effect of dipolar interactions is no longer neg
gible. This regime will be referred to as the ‘‘interactin
superparamagnet’’~ISP!. On the other hand, any experime
tal M (H) curve fitted by Eq.~4! is also fitted by astandard
Langevin function, where, however, an apparent momentma
and an apparent particle densityNa must be used:

M5Nama LS maH

kT D . ~5!

The following relations must exist between apparent and
parameters:

ma5
1

11
T*

T

m, Na5S 11
T*
T DN. ~6!

Let us consider the magnetic regimes corresponding to
conditionsT!T* andT@T* . The latter is essentially coin
cident with the standard SP regime, so thatma'm and
M /MS scales withH/T ~whenMS andm may be considered
constant!. On the other hand, whenT!T* the apparent mag
netic moment is much lower than the true moment and
be written as a linear function of the ratioT/MS , reducing to
zero forT→0:

ma.
kT

aMS
. ~7!

The reduced magnetization becomes in this regime

M

MS
.LS H

aMS
D . ~8!

The scaling law with respect toH/MS emerges quite natu
rally, a being a constant for a given sample. Note that in E
~8! the measurement temperature is no longer explic
present in the argument of the function~an implicit depen-
dence onT occurs, however, throughMS).
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A specific fitting procedure is now defined in order
extract the true values form, N ~and T* ) from an experi-
mental data set. The low-field susceptibility of the ISP s
tem is simply

x5
Nm2

3k~T1T* !
, ~9!

formally coincident with the Curie-Weiss law of a~classical!
antiferromagnetic material. Indeed, an antiferromagnetic s
ceptibility has been experimentally observed in granu
systems.26 However, the present form ofx derives from the
modified Langevin function@Eq. ~4!# and does not directly
imply the presence of dominant antiferromagnetic inter
tions in these granular systems. There are only two indep
dent unknowns in Eq.~9!: N anda ~contained inT* ); they
can be immediately obtained plotting the inverse suscept
ity againstT/MS

2 ; in such a way, after direct manipulation o
Eq. ~9! a linear law is derived, whose fitting paramete
~slope and intercept! containN anda, respectively:

1

x
53kNS T

MS
2D 13a. ~10!

In this way,N anda are easily determined. Then,m is ob-
tained as the ratioMS /N andT* from Eq. ~3!. For distrib-
uted moments, a similar expression holds under more res
tive conditions. The analysis of the case of distribut
moments is left to the Appendix; here, the final fitting fo
mula is reported:

r

x
53kNS T

MS
2D 13a, ~11!

wherer is defined as the ratio

r5
^m2&

^m&2
[

^ma
2&

^ma&
2

, ~12!

^m& and ^m2& being the average values of the particle m
ment and of its square. Equation~11! has been used in thi
work to obtainN anda ~hencê m& andT* ) for all examined
Cu-Co systems. It is interesting to note that a linear dep
dence of the quantityr/x on the ratioT/MS

2 is always ex-
perimentally observed over a wide temperature range
shown in Fig. 7„in a single case a strong deviation fro
linearity occurs at low temperatures@Fig. 7~b!#; such a be-
havior is possibly related to particularly strong spurious
fects, such as single-particle blocking…. The best-fit values of
N, a, T* (300 K), and^m& ~300 K! are reported in Table
II, together with the equivalent particle radius^R& obtained
by assuming spherical particles and takingMS

Co

51400 emu/cm3 at room temperature. The temperature b
havior of the true average moment^m& is reported in Figs. 4
and 5; it merely reflects the experimental decrease ofMS .
Values of ^m& substantially larger than̂ma& are found in
certain cases; this means that the particle sizes estimate
fitting the experimentalM (H) curves to standard Langevi
functions are always lower than the real ones. An inter
0-6
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check of the theory may be done comparing the^ma& results
obtained through the SP fitting procedure~open symbols in
Figs. 4 and 5! with the predictions of the present theor
estimated using thêm& data and Eq.~6! ~solid lines in Figs.
4 and 5!; the agreement is always excellent.

The values ofT* obtained by this procedure appear
strongly vary from sample to sample~see Table II!. In fact,
using Eq.~3!, T* can be cast into the form

FIG. 7. Experimental plots of the quantityr/x vs T/MS
2 @Eq.

~11!# for all examined Cu90Co10 samples. Samples identified as
Figs. 4 and 5.
14442
T* 5
a

k
@MS

FM#2^v&, ~13!

where the relationŝm&5MS
FM^v& and ^d&35^v&/x hold,

^v& is the average particle volume, andx is the fraction of the
ferromagnetic metal~FM! atoms present in the form of par
ticles (0<x<1). Equation~13! shows thatT* at a given
temperature and for a given ferromagnetic metal increa
with both x and ^v&. Having determined the true particl
sizes and densities, it is possible to draw on a firmer ba
some conclusions about the granular structure of the ex
ined samples. The relationship between average interpar
distancê d& and average particle radius^R& is shown in Fig.
8. The data are linearly correlated, according to the relat

^d&5S 4p

3x D 1/3

^R&, ~14!

obtained usinĝ d&35^v&/x and assuming that the particle
are spherical. The straight line obtained from Eq.~14! with
x50.1 is shown in Fig. 8~solid line!. The best-fit line
through the data has a slightly higher slope, correspondin

FIG. 8. Symbols: average interparticle distance vs equiva
particle radius for samples 1 to 8~identified as in Figs. 4 and 5!.
Solid line: ideal prediction for Cu90Co10. Dotted line: best-fit line,
corresponding to the composition Cu91.8Co8.2.
eported.

TABLE II. Best-fit values ofN anda obtained through Eq.~11! for all studied Cu90Co10 samples. The

resulting interaction temperature, average magnetic moment, and equivalent particle radius are also r

Alloy N(cm23) a T* @300 K# ^m& @300 K# (mB) ^R& ~nm!

1 2.2631017 11.2 3310 4.593104 4.2
2 1.5331017 10.4 5960 7.783104 5.3
3 8.3831017 16.7 1170 1.163104 2.6
4 7.0531018 17.8 210a 8.933102a 1.4
5 6.0831018 2.4 55b 2.143103b 1.5
6 1.9731018 4.3 215 6.373103 2.2
7 1.7731018 3.0 270 8.773103 2.4
8 1.3431018 3.6 325 1.043104 2.4

aAt T5251 K.
bAt T5244 K.
0-7
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x50.082. This means that, generally speaking, a fraction
Co atoms are still dissolved in the Cu matrix. Some exp
mental points fall very close to the solid line; no experime
tal points fallbelow it.

The present theory implies that particle sizes determi
from the conventional analysis of magnetization curves
systematically underestimated. It would be useful to ha
this prediction supported by structural data obtained fr
direct observation. Quite unfortunately, in Cu-Co alloys t
Co-cluster size is hardly determined by x-ray diffracti
~XRD! and tunneling electron microscopy~TEM! because of
the high coherency of Co and Cu lattices and of the co
paratively small lattice mismatch. As a consequence,
structural results on the Cu-Co system are available in
literature; the particle size as determined by structural inv
tigations is always in qualitative agreement with the va
obtained from magnetic measurements on sim
materials.25,41–43 More interesting to the present discussi
would be a direct comparison between magnetic and st
tural data taken on the same alloy. In the case of the Cu
system and, to our knowledge, a single explicit attempt
compare the Co-particle size obtained in a Cu80Co20 alloy
from magnetic and structural measurements exists:27 X-ray
diffraction provides a slightly larger value than magne
analysis does; a recent paper44 deals with magnetic and
structural measurements in superparamagn
Fe63.5Cr10Si13.5B9Cu1Nb3 ~well above the Curie temperatur
of the amorphous intergranular phase!: even in this case, the
particle size as determined by x-ray diffraction is higher th
the one deduced from theM (H) curves. Both results are in
good qualitative agreement with the predictions of t
present model.

V. MAGNETIC-REGIME DIAGRAM

The proposed approach is appropriate to describe the
perature behavior of theapparentmoments and of the low
field susceptibility of Cu-Co systems. Remarkably, the
parent moments are well reproduced by the ISP model d
to very low temperatures, where the conventional SP mo
is known to lose validity by effect of particle blocking. Onl
in a single case@Fig. 7~d!# has a substantial deviation be
tween experimental results and theory been observed at
T @the same lack of consistency was already noticed in
r/x vs T/MS

2 plot in Fig. 7~b!#. Equation~4! seems to be
suitable to describe the anhysteretic behavior of granular
tems over an extended temperature interval. Of cou
single-particle blocking must occur at sufficiently low tem
peratures; on the other hand, when dipolar interacti
among particles are present, different low-T blocking mecha-
nisms should be explicitly considered, such as collect
blocking of moments. Having introduced the temperatureT*
as a suitable parameter to describe the dipolar interacti
some simple consequences can be immediately drawn
lowing us to propose a magnetic-regime diagram. Let us
introduce the following three critical volumes for particles

~a! The single-particle blocking volumevBS
, defined as

usual as
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vBS
5

k

KA
lnS tm

t0
DT, ~15!

wheretm is the measurement time,t0
21 is the attempt fre-

quency for particle magnetization reversal, andKA is the
anisotropy energy constant;vBS

diverges asT approachesTC

becauseKA→0; the value of ln(tm/t0) is usually taken equa
to 25.39,45

~b! The SP-ISP boundary volumev ISP , defined at each
temperature as the particle volume for whichT* equalsT.
Requiring thatT* 5T and using Eq.~3! one gets

v ISP5
kx

a S T

MS
2D . ~16!

At each temperature, the system behaves as an intera
superparamagnet when^v&.v ISP and as a standard SP whe
^v&,v ISP ; v ISP diverges asT approachesTC owing to the
MS

22 factor.
~c! The collective blocking volumevBC

, defined at each
temperature as the particle volume for which the time nee
by the system of moments to overcome the energy barrier
collective blocking,«D , equals the measurement timetm ;
specifically,

tm5t08e
«D /kT5t08e

T* /T, ~17!

wheret08 is a preexponential constant. Using Eq.~3! one gets

vBC
5

kx

a
lnS tm

t08
D S T

MS
2D . ~18!

At each temperature, the system undergoes collective blo
ing when ^v&.vBC

; it behaves as an interacting SP wh

^v&,vBC
; vBC

diverges asT approachesTC owing to the

MS
22 factor.
Using appropriate parameter values and assumingt0

't08'1029 s andtm'102 s,39,45 it is possible to draw a
magnetic-regime diagram for each granular system. Two
amples are shown in Fig. 9; the upper diagram refers to
highly idealized case of spherical fcc Co particles who
magnetization and anisotropy energy follow those of p
bulk Co in the fcc phase. For any particle radius, on conti
ously lowering the temperature belowTC , the particle mo-
ments first behave superparamagnetically; then the ISP
gime emerges; thencollectiveparticle blocking (BC) occurs.
Single-particle blocking (BS) would appear at even lowe
temperatures. The lower diagram of Fig. 9 refers to one
the real Cu-Co systems examined in this paper~sample 6; the
experimental̂ R& value is reported in the figure!. Although
the boundary lines between regimes are displaced with
spect to the upper diagram, the same sequence SP→ISP
→BC is found. Qualitatively similar results are obtained
all other systems. Again, single-particle blocking would o
cur at temperatures lower than collective blocking. It shou
however, be noted that in the case of distributed part
radii, thevBS

line defines the blocking of particles with ra
0-8
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dius equal to the average radius; single-particle blocking
larger particles would occur at higher temperatures.

Two further comments on these diagrams are appropr
~a! the reported boundary lines should not be intended
separating different phases in a thermodynamic sense;
merely help to individuate ‘‘fuzzy’’ transitions between di
ferent regimes, slowly transforming from one to the oth
with decreasingT; this is particularly true for the SP-ISP
boundary line; ~b! a competition between collective an
single-particle blocking always emerges; our data seem
indicate that collective blocking is favored, in agreeme
with indications from zero-field-cooled~ZFC! and field-
cooled ~FC! susceptibility curve analysis.46 This fact could
explain why Eq.~4! is suitable to describe theM (H) curve
down to low temperatures.

A major role in the theory is played by the ratioT* /T.
The valueT* /T51 conventionally corresponds to the tra
sition between SP and ISP regimes, whileT* /T525 marks
the transition between ISP and~collectively! blocked re-
gimes. The quantityT* /T, obtained from Eq.~3! using the

FIG. 9. Magnetic regime diagrams for ideal fcc Co partic
~composition: Cu90Co10! with magnetization and anisotropy value
of bulk Co ~a! and for a real Cu90Co10 alloy ~sample 6! ~b!. SP,
superparamagnet; ISP, interacting superparamagnet;BC , collective
blocked regime;BS , single-particle blocked regime.^R& in diagram
~b! is the experimentally determined equivalent radius for sampl
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values ofN anda reported in Table II, is plotted in Fig. 10 a
a function of T for all considered Cu-Co systems~the
samples are identified by the same symbols as in prev
figures!. The region between the horizontal parallel lines c
responds to the ISP regime. In one case many represent
points fall well within the SP regime at high temperatu
~sample 5!; in fact, the reduced magnetization of this samp
scales withMS(H/T) ~Fig. 2!; on the contrary, a scaling law
of the H/MS type is observed for the reduced magnetizat
of alloys whose representative points fall in the upper ISP
blocked regimes~Fig. 1!; the reduced magnetization of a
alloy with representative points in the lower ISP regim
~open triangles! scales neither withMS(H/T) nor with
H/MS ~Fig. 3!. Some of the representative point sets exte
from the ISP-SP boundary up to the blocked region; in
these cases, the reduced magnetization scales withMS(H/T)
at higher temperatures and withH/MS at lower tempera-
tures, changing from one regime to the other in a continu
way. In our opinion, this is a most convincing proof of th
adequacy of the present approach.

Finally, it can be interesting to compare the collecti
blocking temperatures as obtained for all materials from F
10 to the single-particle blocking temperatures calculated
ing Eq. ~15!. To this aim, however, some simplifying as
sumptions must be made:~a! perfectly spherical particles ar
assumed,~b! the particle volume is taken equal to the ave
age value obtained from the radius appearing in Table I,
~c! the dominant anisotropy constant is assumed to be tha
fcc Co particles, following the temperature behavior repor
in the literature for fcc Co~Ref. 47! and matching the value
given in Ref. 42 (KA52.3105 erg/cm3 at 773 K!. Of course,
different results would be obtained assuming, e.g., n
spherical particles. The temperatures obtained for sin
particle blocking (TBS

) are listed in Table III along with the

corresponding values forTBC
taken from Fig. 10. All single-

blocking temperatures lie below the corresponding tempe
tures of collective blocking, although in some cases this
gime occurs only in a narrow temperature interval.
conclusion, a real competition between the two blocking

6.

FIG. 10. Behavior of the ratioT* /T as a function ofT for
samples 1–8 identified as in Figs. 4 and 5.BC , collective blocked
regime; ISP, interacting superparamagnet; SP, superparamagn
0-9
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gimes may occur in some cases~small particle sizes!; in
other samples, collective blocking effects seem to be p
dominant.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The procedure described in Sec. IV allows one to obt
the ‘‘true’’ average magnetic moment and the ‘‘true’’ partic
density of a granular magnetic system. These quantities o
significantly differ from the ‘‘apparent’’ values obtained u
ing the naive superparamagnetic description.

The picture emerging from the analysis seems to be ap
interpret many puzzling aspects of the magnetic propertie
all examined granular systems. In our opinion, the phys
concepts developed in this paper are rather general, so
they are not necessarily limited to a single composition o
single alloy family such as Cu1002xCox ; they should instead
be extended to other bulk granular systems or granular fi
of the type FM-~Met!, where FM is any ferromagnetic meta
and ~Met! is a nonmagnetic metal, and more generally
systems where particles of a ferromagnetic material are
bedded in any nonmagnetic matrix. A systematic study
granular magnetic systems differing by the type of magn
particles and host material, by their concentration, or
sample dimensionality is, however, still to be performed.

The proposed model explains coherently and in a sim
way a variety of seemingly inconsistent magnetic resu
providing at the same time a new view of the magnetic
gimes of an interesting class of magnetic systems. It th
fore marks a remarkable step forward with respect to
simple superparamagnetic description adopted so far. M
over, it has further potential applications: for instance, let
explicitly note that Eq.~9! or ~A5! should allow one to ex-
ploit the information obtained from the anhysteretic mag
tization in order to predict the form of ZFC susceptibili
curves.

However, the model has unavoidable, intrinsic limits:
particular, it must be merely regarded as a suitabledescrip-
tion of a ~nontrivial! magnetic behavior, i.e., as an interpr
tative scheme rather than a complete theory. A numbe
fundamental questions remain unanswered.

The core of the model is Eq.~4! @or its equivalent for
distributed moments, Eq.~A1!#. There, the complex, collec
tive effects of dipolar interactions are taken into account i
mostly simplified, but particularly effective way.

TABLE III. Collective blocking and single-particle blocking
temperature for all the examined systems.

Alloy TBC
~K! TBS

~K!

1 160 42
2 260 80
3 145 11
4 13 4.2
5 2.5 4.5
6 9 6.5
7 13 8.5
8 15 8.5
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Let us briefly comment on the problems inherent to t
form of Eqs. ~4! and ~A1!, considering first the higher
temperature limit, i.e., the ISP regime. A first puzzling asp
emerges: the ‘‘interaction’’ temperatureT* may be much
larger than the measurement temperature, and the param
a may assume rather high values, as observed in Tabl
The variety ofa values resulting from our best-fit procedu
could reflect not only changes in the spatial distribution
particles or in their degree of correlation, but also the pr
ence of additional interactions among particles. Indeed, lo
ranged, indirect interactions of RKKY type, often assumed
play a role in granular metallic systems,48 are still propor-
tional to the ratiom2/d3 and could contribute as well to th
interaction temperatureT* . Of course, whenT is increased
towards TC , T* rapidly drops, to finally vanish forT
5TC . This means that for sufficiently high temperature
any granular alloy can be described as abona fidesuperpara-
magnet~see Fig. 9!. On cooling, the effect ofT* becomes
stronger, to finally become dominant. A question imme
ately arises about the interactions, which are sufficien
strong to substantially modify the argument of the Lange
function, but do not change the functional form of theM (H)
curve. As a matter of fact, the shape of the experimen
M (H) curves of granular systems does not exhibit any tr
of an abrupt change to another functional dependence w
the temperature is lowered: the anhysteretic curves re
their Langevin-like features, and each one can be obtai
from another just by changing the argument of the Lange
function; moreover, the hysteresis loops maintain a shape
much differing from the one measured at highT and well
described by the interacting-particle model.6 Incidentally,
these anhysteretic and hysteretic characters are typically
reproduced by computer simulations where local aniso
pies and single-particle blocking processes are assume
play a dominant role.49,32 Such a circumstance, occurring i
many granular systems, contributes to support the hypoth
that any description involving a modified Langevin functio
is appropriate.

Even more complex problems arise when the tempera
is so much lowered that a blocked regime occurs. In t
case, the moments are expected to be frozen in random
rections; nodynamic disorder is provided by interactions
The previous picture of an enhancement of thermal disor
is therefore no longer valid in the blocked regime. Neverth
less, Eq.~4! or ~A1! still adequately describes the experime
tal M (H) curves.

Obviously, the aim of providing definite answers to su
fundamental problems falls far beyond the limits and sco
of a heuristic approach such as the present one. However
indisputable ability of Eqs.~4! and ~A1! to describe the an-
hysteretic magnetization of magnetic granular systems s
gests that any more fundamental theory should lead to
equivalent final formula.
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APPENDIX

Let us make use of a discretized formalism. The distr
uted moments on particlesm i ( i 51,2, . . . ,n) appear with
probability pi . The ISP magnetization is

M5N(
i

pim i LS m iH

k~T1T* !
D , ~A1!

whereT* 5a^m&2/^d&3, ^m& being the average moment, re
lated toMS by the relationMS5N^m&, and^d& is the aver-
age interparticle distance. The magnetization can also be
produced by a superposition of standard Langevin functio
introducing a set of apparent momentsmai :

M5Na(
i

pimai LS maiH

kT D . ~A2!

Let us suppose that theM (H) curve is described by Eq.~A2!
with apparent moments weighted with thesameprobabilities
pi of the true moments appearing in Eq.~A1!. No doubt this
is a restrictive hypothesis, justified only by simplicity re
sons. The assumption that thepi ’s are the same for the dis
tributions of true and apparent moments allows one to
the standard fitting procedure through Eq.~A2! to obtain the
form of the moment distribution function. Under this hypot
esis, the following relation univocally relates each appar
moment to a true moment:

mai5
1

11
T*

T

m i , ~A3!
ru
8,

.
,
.

n.

s.

ys
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so that a similar relation holds for the average values,

^ma&5
1

11
T*

T

^m&. ~A4!

The low-field susceptibility is now

x5

M(
i

pim i
2

3k~T1T* !
5

N^m2&

3k~T1T* !
. ~A5!

Defining the parameter ratior ~a pure number! as

r5
^m2&

^m&2
~A6!

and usingMS5N^m&, Eq. ~11! of Sec. IV is derived in a
straightforward way. Obviously, when the distribution fun
tion is d like, r51, and Eq.~11! reduces to Eq.~10!. If the
pis are the same for both true and apparent moments,
~A3! implies that

^ma
2&

^ma&
2

5
^m2&

^m&2
[r, ~A7!

so that the parameterr can be obtained from a standa
fitting procedure through Eq.~A2!, i.e.,beforethe evaluation
of true moments, and can be used in Eq.~11! to this aim.
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